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Abstract—This paper describes the design of a programming framework for microcontrollers specially the ones with low program and data memory, using as a base a programming language with modern features. The proposed programming framework is named Aixt Project and took inspiration from other similar projects such as Arduino, Micropython and TinyGo among others. The project’s name is inspired on the weasel pet people who live in the Amazon rain-forest, just between Colombia, Perú and Brasil. Aixt comes from Aitü or Aitü rü which means otter in Ticuna language. The proposed programming framework has three main components: the Aixt language based on the V syntax, a transpiler that turns the defined V-like source code into C, and a generic cross-platform Application Programming Interface (API). The target of this project is obtaining a cross-platform programming framework over the same language modern language an the same API for programming different microcontrollers especially the ones with low memory resources. Aixt language is based on the syntax of V programming language but it uses mutable variables by default. V language was selected to be used as base of this project due to it is a new compiled programming language with interesting modern features. In order to turn the Aixt source code into C, a transpiler is implemented using Python and the some specialized libraries to design each part of its translation process. The transpiled code is compiled by the native C compiler of each microcontroller to obtain the final binary file, that is why the API has to be adapted for each native C compiler. The complete project is released as a free and open source project. Finally, different application test were done over the XC8 and XC16 compilers for the PIC16, PIC18, PIC24 and dsPIC33 microcontrollers families, demonstrating the correct working of the overall framework. Those tests show that the use modern language framework to program any microcontrollers is perfectly feasible using the proposed programming framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The different processor architectures used by the commercial microcontrollers, make the programming process dependent on those architectures and thus not universal. Even, when the microcontrollers are programmed on high level languages, tasks such as peripherals, timers, setup registers, and others, keep depending on the programmer’s knowledge of the processor’s architecture [1], [2]. There are some different projects which pretend to generate cross-platform programming frameworks [3], using different programming languages like JavaScript [4], and other implementations using virtual machines [5], [6], [7]. An example of those programming frameworks (and one of the most popular) is Arduino[8], [9], [10], which is based on C language in addition to an API which makes the programming process easier. That API works on a predefined hardware setup to reduce the setup process by the programmer. Another popular programming framework for microcontrollers is Micropython which implements on several devices a subset of Python language. Micropython has specific relatively high memory requirements which makes it impossible to run on small microcontrollers, but it has been ported to a large number of different architectures [11] mainly in internet of things IoT implementations. Arduino is compiled but its C syntax lacks modern features, on the other hand Micropython is interpreted and therefore non time optimized as compiled language, but there is an intermediate framework named Tinygo which implements Go language on Microcontrollers, offering modern features like Python and the advantage of being compiled [12] like Arduino (C). However, most of the microcontroller with limited memory features does not fit to the memory requirements of the projects previously described, so for those ones it is necessary to use their native C compiler.

In order to obtain the best execution times and the best code optimization level [13], [3] it is necessary to use the native C compiler of each architecture. Then, if there is a programming framework with an upper modern language layer, a transpiler to C and the native C compiler as a part of the framework, this could have high level language features along with optimization levels similar to the ones reached with only the native compilers. The described programming framework needs to have a transpiler [14], which is a translator from the upper layer language to the native C [15]. Transpilers are highly utilized nowadays [16], [17], in several languages both compiled and interpreted [18], [19], [20], and even in languages based on virtual machines [21]. Those transpilers are mainly used in order to reuse source code that comes from another different language [18], or improve the execution times or another performance feature of the program [22], [23] changing the platform or language (for instance turn Python (interpreted) into Rust (compiled) [19]), even translating source code to gate-based hardware [24] like FPGAs or other processor-less devices.

Several new programming languages have emerged nowadays, mainly to solve some of the issues of the traditional ones such as safety, memory management among others. Among these new languages are Go, Swift, Dart, F# and Rust, being this last one is one of the most preferred ones[25], having even implementations on microcontrollers [26], [27], [28]. There are some other other languages such as Peregrine which is based on the Python’s syntax and the V programming language [29]
wish is inspired on Rust and other languages. $V$ is an statically-typed programming language with several modern features that make the development easy, and a better learning curve than other modern languages like Rust.

This paper proposed a programming framework for microcontrollers that is composed by a high level language based on $V$ as the main language, a transpiler from this $V$-like language named Aixt to $C$, and the microcontrollers’ native $C$ compiler which finally generates output binary file. In order to generalized the programs across the different microcontrollers, a general API is designed, which is implemented on each $C$ compiler of the supported devices (in this first stage for XC8 and XC16 compilers). For the transpiler implementation Python and the module SLY were used, to write the lexer analyzer and the Parser. This project is based on a previous one named Sokae [30] developed by the same authors.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the methodology for implementing the overall proposed programming framework, including the Aixt language definition (Section II - A), the Python implementation of the Aixt-to-C transpiler (Section II - B), and the API implementation for the XC16 compiler and PIC24 microcontrollers family (Section II - C). Section III shows the Aixt language functionality by implementing several examples, as well as it presents the results of implementing the proposed programming framework by several test source codes. Finally, Section IV shows the conclusions about this research’s main ideas, including possible future jobs.

II. METHODOLOGY

With the name Aixt Project, a microcontroller programming framework is implemented. This framework uses an homonym language which is based on the $V$ programming language. A transpiler from Aixt language to $C$ is the most important block of this framework, as well as an Application Programming Interface (API) written in both languages. As part of the proposed structure, the native $C$ compiler of the specific microcontroller finally generates the output binary file, as shown in Fig. 1. Using the proposed framework, the users will be able to write the source code in Aixt language using a standard API and obtains the binary file for a specific microcontroller or board without having further knowledge of the programming architecture. This framework pretends to be highly modular and relatively easy to include other microcontrollers or boards. The Fig. 1 shows the general structure of the programming framework indicating that for each new microcontroller to be supported it is necessary to adapt the API (Fig. 1 right) to this and invoke its specific native $C$ compiler (Fig. 1 left down). The specific test done for this paper were implemented on some different Microchip® microcontroller families such as PIC16, PIC18, PIC24 and dsPIC33 using the XC8 and XC16 compilers, these microcontrollers were selected because their limited amount of implemented memory.

A. Aixt Language

Aixt is the name given to the proposed language and the overall programming framework. This language is based on the $V$ programming language [29] and shares most of its syntax. Due to its relatively short learning curve, $V$ language was selected for this implementation instead other new languages like Rust [30]. The framework and language name is inspired in the Weasel pet of $V$ Language, and at the same time is a tribute to Ticuna people who live in the Amazon rain-forest in the borders between Colombia, Brasil and Perú. Weasels are mustelids just like otters, so the name Aixt comes from Aitítu or Aitú rúí which is a way to say otter in Ticuna language.

Aixt is a compiled and statically typed programming language based on the $V$ syntax. This is designed to be used on a wide range of microcontrollers no matter their memory limitations. Aixt syntax shares some feature with languages such as Rust and Go, therefore also it shares syntax features with $C$, which makes Aixt easy to understand and transpile.

Listing 1 shows an example code using Aixt language and API, which makes blinking a LED for a specific microcontroller’s pin. Likewise, the Listing 2 shows the $C$ equivalent of the same Aixt source code.

Some of the basic features of Aixt language are listed as follows:

- the $:=$ operator is used for declaring variables.
- Unlike $V$, variables are mutable by default in Aixt.
- $ix$, $ux$ and $fx$ variable types for regular integers, unsigned integers and floating point variables.
- $isize$ and $usize$ for integers with same size of the processor.
- $rune$ type for character variables.
- Default type inference in declaring.
- Underscore character in literals for improving its readability.
• The main function is the first entry of a V program. In case of having only one source code, the main function definition can be omitted.

• All instructions end with a new line character, with a semicolon or with a curly bracket close.

• The semicolon is optional. It has to be used when having two simple instructions in the same code line.

• All the code blocks are delimited by curly braces.

• All function declarations start with the reserved word fn.

• The names for all the identifiers (variables, constants, functions, etc.) prefer to use snake case as in V, for instance the function pin_low(). This feature is implemented in order to keep a standard format for all the V source code.

• There is only a loop instruction which is used for implementing all the supported loops, changing only its input parameters syntax.

• The reserved word import is used for including different complete modules or libraries.

• In order to reduce the C obtained code, it is possible to include individual components from a global module using the curly braces following the syntax: import module { comp1, comp2, ...}

Listing 1: Blinking LED example in Aixt

```v
import machine { pin }
import time { sleep_ms }

pin(A6,OUT)
for {
    pin_high(A6)
    sleep_ms(500)
    pin_low(A6)
    sleep_ms(500)
}
```

Listing 2: Resultant C code for the Blinking LED example

```c
#include "./settings.h"
#include ".machine/pin.h"
#include ".time/sleep_ms.h"

int main(void) {
    pin(A6,OUT);
    while(true) {
        pin_high(A6);
        sleep_ms(500);
        pin_low(A6);
        sleep_ms(500);
    }
    return 0;
}
```

B. Transpiler

A transpiler is a program that translates source code between programming languages with the same abstraction levels, by contrast a compiler translates source code generally to another low level language. The proposed programming framework does not compile directly the Aixt source code but transpile it to C. The Transpiler from Aixt language to C is implemented with Python and using the PLY module in order to implement the lexer analyzer and parser for the input source code. The complete working diagram of the implemented transpiler is shown in Fig. 2, where and input file with .v extension get in to the transpiler and it generates the output .c file. The transpiler implementation is based on part of the V language grammar, the Listing 3 shows and extract of that grammar in Backus-Naur form (BNF). This part of the grammar shows the definition of the four different ways to do loops in Aixt using the reserved word for, including infinite loops.

```
forStmt ::= for block
          | for expr block
          | for forClause block
          | for inClause block

forClause ::= simpStmt ; expr ; simpStmt
inClause ::= exprList in IDENTIFIER
```

Listing 3: Aixt language BNF definition (extract)

For the implementation of the lexer analyzer, all of the tokens of V language are supported, such as keywords, operands and other punctuation symbols, as shown in the code extract of Listing 4.

```
tokens = {
    I8, 116, 132, 164, ISIZE,
    F32, F64, BOOL, RUNE,
    IMPORT, IN, MAP, MATCH, RETURN,
}
```

Listing 4: Aixt Lexer implementation (extract)
Once the Lexer analyzer reduced the character flux of the source code to an token flux, the parser analyzes the syntactic rules of language in order to find possible syntactic error and transpile it to C. The most of the syntactic rules of V are implemented in Aixt using the SLY module as shown in the extract source code of Listing 5, which matches with the BNF definition shown in Listing 6.

Listing 5: Aixt Parser implementation (extract)

```python
@_( 'identList DECL ASGN exprList', )
def varDecl(self, p):
    ... return ret_value

@_( 'IDENTIFIER', 'identList""," IDENTIFIER' )
def identList(self, p):
    ... return p[0]
```

Listing 6: Aixt BNF rules (extract)

\[
\text{varDecl} ::= \text{identList DECL ASGN exprList} \\
\text{identList} ::= \text{IDENTIFIER} \\
\text{identList }""," \text{IDENTIFIER}
\]

SLY library uses Python’s function decorators to implement the syntactic rules of the language to be compiled or transpiled, applying them to each syntactic production, for example the production varDecl is the implementation of variable declarations in Aixt language.

As previously said, the transpiler reads the source code written in Aixt, which for compatibility with standard source code editors, the .v file extension.

### C. Application Programming Interface

One of the main goals of the proposed framework is designing a cross-platform API, which includes the basic features and peripherals of most microcontrollers. In order to make the microcontroller’s programming process easier, a general Application Programming Interface is implemented in both the Aixt programming language and C for the specific native compiler. This API includes the peripherals and features shown in Tables from I to IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Function name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pin type declaration</td>
<td>pin()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setting high and low</td>
<td>pin_low() pin_high()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setting specific binary value</td>
<td>pin_value()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading an input value</td>
<td>pin_value()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE II. ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER (ADC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Function name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADC setting up</td>
<td>adc()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC reading value</td>
<td>adc_read()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III. UNIVERSAL ASYNCHRONOUS RECEIVER TRANSMITTER (UART)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Function name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UART setting up</td>
<td>uartx()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single byte transmitting</td>
<td>uartx_put()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single byte receiving</td>
<td>uartx_get()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV. TIMING FEATURES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Function name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>delays in microseconds</td>
<td>sleep_us()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delays in milliseconds</td>
<td>sleep_ms()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delays in second</td>
<td>sleep()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows the pin and GPIO functions like setup, input capture and output set. Some devices even could support exchange state functions (pin_toggle). The rest of API functions follow the same rules:

- The setup function has the same name of the module.
- The rest of name functions of the same module follow the syntax: `module_function()`. For instance: `adc_read() function of machine {adc}` module (Table II).
- Devices with more than one peripheral of the same time follow this name function syntax: `module_function()` where the `x` refers to the number that identify each peripheral. For instance: `uart2_get()` as shown in Table III.
- Some API modules refers to a inner features of the device different to hardware peripherals, for instance software delays (Table IV).

The Fig. 3 shows the folder structure designed for the overall API, this structure has to be followed for each of the supported microcontrollers and boards to maintain the compatibility across all the hardware devices. Following strictly this folder structure allow the transpiler to correctly redirect the module including tasks when it is necessary to include to the project isolated components of a module.

As previously mentioned, the module including follows the next syntax in Aixt: `import module`
for complete modules, which will be transpiled as 
#include ./module.h". Likewise, the sub-modules or module components including follows the syntax: import module { sub1, sub2, ...}, which will be transpiled to 
#include ./module/sub1.h" etc. That is very important to optimize the resultant binary file. On the other hand, when a complete module is included, the ./module.h header file has to include all of the .h files in the correspondent folder on the folder’s API structure.

III. RESULTS

The overall project including the Aixt language definition, the transpiler from Aixt to C and the API, is published by the authors as a free software project at the URL https://gitlab.com/fermarsan/aixt-project. The authors hope this project works as a starting point of a great free programming framework for microcontrollers or as seed for other similar projects.

The complete programming framework was successfully tested using some of the 8-bit and 16-bit PIC microcontroller families from Microchip ®. Those devices were selected due to their low amount of implemented data and program memories.

Several different working tests have been performed to check the correctness of most Aixt features. Listings 7 and 8 show a comparison of the variable declarations in Aixt and the corresponding transpiled C code for XC8 and XC16 compilers. In Aixt the variable declaration is always along with an assignment. The declaration and assignment process uses the operator := to differentiate with only assignment =. At the same time it is necessary to use the conversion predefined functions such as i8(), u32() and f64() among others, in order to specify the number of bits and the type of integer and floating point variables. One of the benefits of using the conversion functions of V for the variable definitions is that each variable is bit-width explicit, independent of hardware device. Listing 7 shows too the use of the underscore symbol "_" for improving the large numbers readability. Also the special notations for hexadecimal, octal, and binary literals, are shown. The only difference with C is the octal literals beginning with the sequence "0o" (zero + o), instead of only 0 as in C.

Listing 7: Aixt variable declaring and assignment example.

```
var2 := i8(129)
var3 := i64(−6_835_292)
var4 := u8(0b0011_0101)
var5 := u16(0x0073452)
var7 := u64(0xAAFF_7625)
var8 := f32(1_342.56)
var9 := f64(−34.035_440)
```

Listing 8: C resultant variable declaring and assignment example.

```
int8_t var2 = 129;
int64_t var3 = −6835292;
uint8_t var4 = 0b00110101;
uint16_t var5 = 0x073452;
uint64_t var7 = 0xAAFF7625;
float var8 = 1342.56;
long double var9 = −34.035440;
```

Modern programming languages like V has some useful features such as the type inference, which simplifies programming in most cases. Type inference gives programmers peace of mind about variable types when they are not needed, thereby reducing development time. The implementation of this feature in Aixt is reached by using the standard types for integer and floating point variables. In the case of XC8 compiler the standard integer type is int8_t and for XC16 compiler int16_t. For the floating point variables the default type is float. Listings 9 and 10 show the transpiling result for some variable declarations by inference, including Boolean, character (named runes), integer and floating point literals, for the XC8 compiler.

Listing 9: Aixt variable declaring and assignment by inference example.

```
var0 := true
var1 := false
var2 := 1345
var3 := 71.4
var4 := −457
var5 := −10.445
var6 := 'd'
```

Listing 10: C resultant variable declaring and assignment by inference example.

```
bool var0 = true;
bool var1 = false;
int8_t var2 = 1345;
float var3 = 71.4;
int8_t var4 = −457;
float var5 = −10.445;
char var6 = 'd';
```
On the other hand, Aixt language syntax provides support for some of V’s looping statements, such as: condition for (while in C), bare for or infinite loop (while(true) in C), infinite loops, regular for loop and C-like for loop. Listing 10 shows an example of the loop statements currently supported by the Aixt syntax and Listing 11 shows the C equivalent of each one. The Aixt-like for loop includes and integer range notation with the syntax: i...f, where i is the initial value and f is the final value.

Listing 11: Aixt available loops.

```c
// condition for
for a < 10 {
    a += 1;
}

// bare for
for {
    a += 1;
}

// range for
for i in 0..10 {
    arr[i] = 0;
}

// c for
for i:=0; i<=10; i++ {
    arr[i] = 0;
}
```

Listing 12: C equivalent loops.

```c
while (a < 10) {
    a += 1;
}
while (true) {
    a += 1;
}
for (int i=0, i<10, i++) {
    arr[i] = 0;
}
for (int i=0, i<=10, i++) {
    arr[i] = 0;
}
```

A. Microcontrollers Setting Up

In order to setup a specific new microcontroller or board added to the Aixt programming framework, a configuration file has to be written. The chosen format for this configuration file is YAML which means Yet Another Markup Language, and is a very simple format to implement setup file for software projects. In that configuration file the designer can setup features such as: type equivalences between Aixt and the native C compiler, the microcontroller fuses or configuration bytes, the part or device number, the default header files among others. This configuration file is expected to be modified once by the designer and not to be modified by a regular user. The Listing 12 shows an extract of the configuration file for a PIC24FJ device.

Listing 13: YAML microcontroller or board configuration file (extract).

```yaml
i8:      int8_t
...     
u16:     uint16_t
...     
default_int: int16_t
...     
device:  p24FJ128GA010
...     
headers:
- <xc.h>
- <stdint.h>
...     
configuration:
- "POSCMOD = XT"
- "OSCIOFNC = ON"
... 
```

On the other hand, a batch file has to be included for each new device. This file works as a Makefile, following the steps and invoking the different component of the framework, in order to obtain the final binary file starting from the Aixt source code. The batch file has to be provided in .ps1 (PowerShell) format for Windows and in .sh format for Linux.

IV. Conclusion

Using the proposed programming framework, the microcontrollers programmer can utilize a modern high level language programming environment, using a compiled language with its benefits and at the same time taking advantage of the modern features of the language. Aixt Language pretends to be a highly level programming language for microcontrollers with a short learning curve due to its simplicity compared with other modern languages. Aixt utilizes modern V-based features such as type inference but at the exact same time obtains binary files with similar optimization degrees of standard compiled languages such as C and similar execution times. Aixt Language and the proposed programming framework could enable programming microcontrollers with ease, as long as they have a native C compilers. At the same time Aixt does not need a fixed amount of memory to work, the finally binary file depends only the source code. So it has not the problem of the memory needed to run a program written with an interpreted language such as MicroPython or Javascript.

The transcompilation process between Aixt and C is successful because both languages are similar, mainly due to all variables in Aixt are mutable by default like in C, and some other similar features like curly braces and others. Transpile another language such Python to C for instance, would be a little bit difficult because the differences between both languages.

Aixt Language and programming framework could allow individuals with little electronics know how to program easily embedded systems, just like Arduino, mbed, and MicroPython among other frameworks. Likewise, Aixt could enable experienced embedded system programmers only learning one programming language and API, to program a wide variety of microcontrollers no matter their memory sizes.

All of the features in the proposed programming framework was completely tested, however not all the modern features of
the V programming language were implemented. That means this project can highly improve implementing more features and adapting it to other microcontrollers and boards. It is perfectly able to use Aixt language and this framework in the classroom in Basic courses of microcontroller and embedded systems, due to currently this project is highly functional.

In spite of the short learning curve of V and therefore Aixt languages, it is possible to explore another simple languages to improve the proposed programming scheme, or even giving support to another main languages maintaining the same API. One of the candidates is the Peregrine Language who is based on the Python syntax.

As future work, the development of other useful features of V language are proposed. For example, the array definition, direct array indexing using the array for loop, array interpolation, matching statements among others. Likewise, it is important to keep giving support to other MCUs and board especially those with low program and data memories, which are the motivation for this project. For instance Atmel AT mega and AT tiny will be included to the project soon due to they use also the XC8 compiler. Finally, it is possible to combine PC graphical application developed in V with embedded application developed in Aixt, taking the advantage of learning only one programming basis to develop a complete embedded-based graphical application.
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